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Abstract. On January 8th 2003, Eric Filiol published on the eprint a paper [11] in
which he claims that AES can be broken by a very simple and very fast ciphertext-only
attack. If such an attack existed, it would be the biggest discovery in code-breaking
since some 10 or more years.
Unfortunately the result is very hard to believe. In this paper we present the results
of computer simulations done by several independent people, with independently
written code. Nobody has confirmed a single anomaly in AES, even for much weaker
versions of the bias claimed by the author. We also present a plausible explanation for
the possible source of error in the results of [11].
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1 Introduction

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is the new Federal Information Processing Stan-
dard (FIPS) and is intended to use by U.S. Government organisations to protect sensitive
(unclassified) information. It is also believed to become a (de facto) world standard for com-
mercial applications that use cryptographic techniques. On October 2nd, 2000, NIST has
selected Rijndael [9] as the Advanced Encryption Standard. It has been designed with the
state of the art in cryptographic attacks on block ciphers, and at the time of submission it
was believed very secure. The security of AES is however under constant scrutiny on behalf of
the cryptographic community. Since there is no proof of security of AES, legitimate questions
about its security are frequently raised.
A certain structural weakness in the design of the S-boxes of AES has been demonstrated
in [4]. It cannot be denied, however so far nobody is able to say for sure, whether it leads
to an attack on AES that would be faster than exhaustive search. Nobody were able to
demonstrate that it will not work either. The results from [4] should be in fact considered
as (rather approximative) lower bounds on the complexity of an algebraic attack on AES.
Moreover, even if the attacks from [4] work very well, AES still remains by far much more
secure than DES. To summarise, nobody really believes that the security of AES will be
compromised in a very serious way during the next 5 or 10 years.
It is not the first time that Eric Filiol claims to have found a weakness in AES. In the paper
[10] he claimed several results on AES, DES and other ciphers, however all the claims of this
paper proved false after verification, see [5]. Later, the author updated his paper and the
updated results showed that none of the initially claimed properties holded for AES, DES
and hash functions. Still in the updated paper, the authors claims that some other biases in
the Boolean functions that constitute DES and AES exist, for different tests, somewhat more
complex to verify, see [10]. To the best of our knowledge, these have not yet been confirmed
by an independent reviewer.



On January 8th 2003, Eric Filiol published a second paper, in which he aims more specifically
AES [11] with much stronger claims, see also [12]. The main claim is that AES can be broken
in about 231 operations by a very simple and very fast ciphertext-only attack. If such an
attack existed, it would more or less mean nothing of what we know in cryptography is really
very secure. Several people tried to verify this attack since, and nobody has succeeded so far.

2 Claims on AES

Let pi, ci and ki be respectively the plaintext, the ciphertext, and the key bits of AES, The
notation is explained in details in the Appendix A of [11] and is based on a standard byte-
wise implementation of AES. The bits are always numbered from 0 to 127, 0 being the most
significant bit of the first byte, and 127 being the least significant bit of the last byte. For
example c71 is the least significant bit in the 9-th byte of the ciphertext.
On page 12 of the paper [11], the author claims that an equation of the following form is true
with probability of about p = 0.50003:

1 + c71 = k2 + k3 + k4 + . . . + k123 + k126 (#)

when the plaintext is randomly chosen in the subset of plaintexts of the form:

A =
{
P&EFEFEFEFEF . . . EFEF |P ∈ GF (2)128

}
He also presents another (second) equation, involving the output bit c19.

3 Methodology and Stats

On his web page [12] (seen on January 29th 2003) the author claims: ”The only way to
thoroughly verify this cryptanalysis is to perform the 100 attacks.”
We disagree with this. There are probably many ways to convince oneself of recovering two
bits of the key, for example by guessing them and generating the key in a biased way etc. For
us, the only sensible way to confirm the attack is to confirm the existence of the bias. If there
is no bias, there is no attack.

Testing the Bias

When doing N experiments and counting the number c of events that actually occur with
a probability p, and p = 1/2 will be the plausible assumption for all our experiences, the
expected value for c is N · p = N/2 and the standard deviation for c is:

σ =
√

N · p · (1− p) =
√

N/2.

In order to see if the bias is significative, for each simulation we assume that the expected
average is c = N/2. In order to mesure the observed deviation from 1/2, we will compute a
signed deviation of c from the average, divided by to the standard deviation, which gives:

deviation =
c− (N/2)

σ
=

c− (N − c)√
N

.

Only results when |deviation| ≥ 5 may be claimed to be significative. It is known that (for
the normal distribution) the probability of not being within 5 standard deviations is about 1
in a 1.7 million.



Non-significative Results

According to the Appendix B of the paper [11], doing N = 1.5 · 109 AES computations would
be enough to detect a bias of order of p − 1/2 = 0.00003. It is however easy to see that it is
not. For example if the equation (#) is totally unbiased, and true with probability exactly
1/2, we have σ ≈ 20000 and we have approximatively p = 0.50003 = 1/2 + 2.2σ/N . This a
perfectly normal result, within about 2 standard deviations, and does not prove anything.
In Appendix A we explain this in more details, and comment on the analysis done in the
Appendix B of the paper [11],

4 Main Simulation Results

Done by AES encryptions N observed p deviation

Courtois 3.7× 109 0.5000039 0.474
Courtois 70× 109 0.5000002 0.112
Courtois 386× 109 0.5000003 0.369
Courtois 494× 109 0.5000007 1.021

Fig. 1. The Simulations on Filiol’s first equation with mask 0xEF.

We did not confirm the alleged bias in AES.

4.1 Fool-proof Simulations - Fixed Key

In order to make sure that there is no mis-interpretation in the bit numbering somewhere, we
also did many simulations for special cases of the Filiol equations, for example when the key
is fixed.

Done by the fixed key AES encryptions N observed p deviation

Courtois 00010203050607080A0B0C0D0F101112 43× 109 0.4999982 −0.724

Scott 00010203050607080A0B0C0D0F101112 50× 109 0.500002 0.894

Pornin 00010203050607080A0B0C0D0F101112 152× 109 0.4999928409 −1.101
Pornin 15638C7F811F1F5D53123EC357A8E35A 55× 109 0.4999989481 −0.494
Pornin DAD83319EA7973B85FA8FFE5CDCAA45C 141× 109 0.4999984029 −1.199
Pornin 65A67005017C53A90D77EB0EA10695B7 59× 109 0.5000002107 0.102

Fig. 2. The Simulations on Filiol’s first equation when the key is fixed with mask 0xEF.

Done by the fixed key AES encryptions N observed p deviation

Pornin 00010203050607080A0B0C0D0F101112 152× 109 0.5000009909 0.772
Pornin 15638C7F811F1F5D53123EC357A8E35A 55× 109 0.4999976404 −1.106
Pornin DAD83319EA7973B85FA8FFE5CDCAA45C 141× 109 0.4999995254 −0.356
Pornin 65A67005017C53A90D77EB0EA10695B7 59× 109 0.4999966314 −1.638

Fig. 3. The Simulations on Filiol’s second equation when the key is fixed with mask 0xEF.

We also received some reports of other authors, that wished to remain anonymous, and that
tried with mask 0x7F , and they didn’t find anything significative either.



4.2 More Fool-proof Simulations

In order to make sure that the author did not get the bits inside one byte in the wrong order,
Michel Scott did some more simulations. He used Filiol’s own random number generator,
and the plaintext mask 0x66. This mask covers a subset of all the 4 possible cases 0x7F,
0xEF, 0xF7, 0xFE which might arise due to some misunderstanding concerning nibble/byte
ordering. He also used the same fixed (test) key 000102...1112. Moreover, in case the bit
numbering inside a byte were different, he tested all the bits c16 through c23 and also (in case
the bits are numbered the other way around), all the bits c104 through c111. Here are the
results:

Done by output bit AES encryptions N observed p deviation

Scott c16 12× 109 0.499999 −0.2
Scott c17 12× 109 0.499999 −0.2
Scott c18 12× 109 0.499997 −0.7
Scott c19 12× 109 0.500004 0.9
Scott c20 12× 109 0.500005 1.1
Scott c21 12× 109 0.500007 1.5
Scott c22 12× 109 0.499992 −1.8
Scott c23 12× 109 0.500002 0.4
Scott c104 12× 109 0.499998 −0.4
Scott c105 12× 109 0.499991 −2.0
Scott c106 12× 109 0.500003 0.0
Scott c107 12× 109 0.500000 0.0
Scott c108 12× 109 0.500000 0.0
Scott c109 12× 109 0.500006 1.3
Scott c110 12× 109 0.499997 −0.7
Scott c111 12× 109 0.500006 1.3

Fig. 4. The Simulations on different output bits, when the key is fixed to
00010203050607080A0B0C0D0F101112 and with mask 0x66.

Similar test, but for all output bits, and for much more different keys, have been done at
Berkeley by Robert T. Johnson. Since Filiol proposed two equations, and also in order to
circumvent a possible ambiguity in the bit-numbering for AES ciphertexts and the keys, it has
been decided to measure the average absolute deviation of every single bit of the ciphertext.
Again, the key has been fixed, to avoid problems in bit numbering here, and the experiment
has been repeated for a few hundred keys, averaging the deviations across all the keys. For
each of the 336 randomly chosen keys, exactly N = 232, i.e. 4 billions plaintexts has been
tested for each key. A SIMD parallel computer consisting of a cluster of 336 CPUs has been
used to perform the computation, that took about 3 days. For each of the 336 keys, it is
expected that the average number of times when one output bit, say c0, is equal to 1, is 231.
The absolute value of the deviation is expected to be about

√
N/2 ≈ 215. These values have

been averaged over all keys. Here are the resulting absolute values of the deviations obtained,
divided by 215 in order to be compatible with the deviations given in other results of this
paper. For all the output bits of AES in order, the results are:
[ .7709, .7698, .7232, .8044, .8292, .8443, .8381, .7823, .7642, .8039, .7730, .7765, .7803, .8353,
.7641, .7954, .8086, .7978, .7825, .8094, .8095, .7659, .7701, .8527, .8338, .8541, .7739, .7693,
.8315, .8442, .7921, .7954, .7938, .8043, .7781, .7826, .8261, .8041, .8157, .7902, .7865, .7840,
.7946, .8613, .8431, .7729, .7980, .8315, .7917, .7739, .8142, .7376, .8458, .7909, .8035, .8236,
.7579, .8101, .8222, .7954, .8049, .7196, .8257, .8270, .7998, .7995, .8127, .8294, .8572, .8095,
.7290, .8232, .8246, .7947, .7873, .7860, .8467, .7667, .7859, .7805, .8187, .7820, .7809, .8190,
.7447, .8213, .8378, .8170, .7967, .7997, .8394, .8197, .8153, .7758, .8475, .7879, .8207, .7780,



.8336, .7986, .8576, .8629, .7706, .7758, .8042, .7872, .7990, .8115, .8101, .7818, .7799, .8210,

.8079, .8375, .7756, .8072, .7676, .7993, .7949, .8592, .7951, .8531, .7834, .7990, .7779, .8048,

.7947, .8057 ]
We see that all these are perfectly normal. This simulation rules out the possibility of one of
output bits of AES having a bias that would hold for many keys. However it does not exclude
that a bias could exist for one, very special key. Such a bias however would be (in principle)
useless in cryptanalysis.

5 Stream Ciphers vs. Block Ciphers

In the very same paper [11], the author claims that block ciphers are inherently insecure. We
believe, as most of the people, that most of the block ciphers are very secure and will still be
so for a very long time. For example DES resisted very well to 20 years of quite massive effort
to break it, see for example [3], and the triple DES encryption is widely believed to resist at
least 20 more years. However, in [11], the author advocates stream ciphers, as a replacement
for the block ciphers, and claims that these (stream ciphers) are much more secure. On page
2 we read:
”Though we can strongly affirm that a very consequent theory for stream encryption exists,
the block encryption theory does not provide more than a few cryptanalytic techniques and
results on the constituent primitives at the round level.”
Claiming that one type of ciphers are better than the other, certainly does not belong to
a scientific paper: very few objective criteria allowing to compare them are known. However
since the paper [11] has been largely circulated, and could be taken seriously by many readers,
we need to say this is a very worrisome affirmation. It seems even that, at least for the ciphers
that are popular today, the opposite could be true. This could be seen in the Nessie project
[13]. Among the stream ciphers submitted, no cipher managed to convince the reviewers about
its security, except one, that is not a stream cipher, but rather a mode of operation of a block
cipher. All the other submissions have proven to be flawed. Moreover, recently several new
and very general attacks on stream ciphers have been published, see [7, 6, 8, 1]. Finally, the
paper [11] also proclaims that it is ”easy” to be certain that there is no trapdoor in a stream
cipher. This claim is again not justified, see for example [8, 2].

6 Conclusion

In order to verify the recent claims on the bias in the AES output bits, we have done many
computer simulations, that have been programmed independently by several people. Our
results show that AES has none of the two biases suggested by Filiol. Even for much weaker
special cases, and worse probabilities, we did not find a single anomaly in AES. We conclude
that the results of the paper [11] are erroneous, which could be due to an insufficient number
of tests. It is moreover quite hard to believe, that such strong properties as suggested in [11,
12], would exist for a modern cipher that has several rounds. Further affirmations of the paper
that most of the block ciphers are not secure and they should be replaced by stream ciphers,
have no scientific foundation whatsoever.
It is remarkable how many misleading or plainly wrong remarks on AES are published on
the Internet on the regular basis. This paper demonstrates quite clearly the importance of
peer review by other members of the cryptographic community, and the caution that must be
exercised when reading articles published on the Internet prior to independent examination.
Finding new results on AES is probably hard. It is hard to believe that a new amazing result
on AES will appear every week. It is not even certain that anyone will ever find an essentially
better attack on AES than those that are already known.
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A Comments on the Appendix B of the Paper [11]

In this appendix we show in more details that there is a mistake in the statistical reasoning
of the Appendix B of [11].

A.1 Simple Random Sampling

Most of the material in this section is a condensed version of Chapter 7.3 in [14].
In this section, we are interested in the following problem: we would like to estimate experi-
mentally the probability that a boolean equation

f1(P )⊕ f2(C) = f3(K) (1)

holds where f1, f2 and f3 are arbitrary functions defined as follows:

f1 : {0, 1}` → {0, 1}
f2 : {0, 1}` → {0, 1}
f3 : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}

with ` is equal to the block length and k to the key length. The way to obtain such a
probabilistic relation is irrelevant for the following discussions.
We can model the fact whether (1) holds or not with help of a Bernouilli random variable X
defined as follows: {

X = 1 if (1) holds
X = 0 if (1) does not hold (2)

We will assume without loss of generality that

Pr[X = 1] = 1− Pr[X = 0] =
1
2

+ ε (3)

where ε > 0 for a fixed key and plaintexts drawn at random. The goal is to derive experimen-
tally an accurate estimation ε̂ of ε. Note that

µ , E[X] =
1
2

+ ε (4)

and

σ2 , Var[X] =
(

1
2

+ ε

)
·
(

1
2
− ε

)
=

1
4
− ε2 (5)

Thus, we would like to estimate accurately E[X]; this completely determines the underlying
probability distribution.
The most elementary form of sampling is called simple random sampling. For a population
of size N , there is

(
N
n

)
possible samples of size n; simple random sampling is the situation

where each sample of size n is taken without replacement, and that all of these samples are
uniformly distributed. We will assume that a simple random sampling procedure has been
used in [11], which is the most probable case.
In the following, we will denote the sample values by

X1, . . . , Xn (6)

It is important to realize that each Xi is a random variable. The so-called sample mean

X ,
1
n

n∑
i=1

Xi (7)



is an estimate of the population mean. Since each Xi is a random variable, so is the sample
mean; its probability distribution is called its sampling distribution. This distribution will
determine how accurately X will estimate E[X]. As a measure of the center of the sampling

distribution, we will use E[X] and as measure of dispersion the standard deviation
√

Var[X].
The well-known key results that one can obtain are that the sampling distribution is centered
at µ and that its spread is inversely proportional to the square root of the sample size n:

Theorem 1. With simple random sampling, E[X] = µ.

X is said to be an unbiased estimator of µ.

Theorem 2. With simple random sampling,

Var[X] =
σ2

n

(
N − n

N − 1

)
=

σ2

n

(
1− n− 1

N − 1

)
(8)

The value
1− n− 1

N − 1
(9)

is called the finite population correction. Frequently, it is very small in which case the standard
deviation of X is

σX ≈ σ√
n

(10)

Some forms of central limit theorems adapted to the simple random sampling have been
proved; indeed, in sampling finite population without replacement, the Xi are not independent,
and it makes no sense to have n tend to infinity while N remains fixed. However, one can
show that if n is large, but still small relatively to N , then X is approximately normally
distributed.
Using this fact, one can derive a confidence interval for the population mean µ. It is a random
interval calculated from the sample that contains µ with some specified probability:

Pr
[
X − z(α/2)σX ≤ µ ≤ X + z(α/2)σX

]
≈ 1− α (11)

where z(α) is defined such that

1− 1√
2π

∫ z(α)

−∞
e
−t2
2 dt = α (12)

In order to be able to compute this confidence interval, one should have an estimation of σX .
For this, the following theorem is generally used.

Theorem 3. An unbiased estimate of Var(X) is

s2
X

,
s2

n

(
1− n

N

)
(13)

where

s2 ,
1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

(Xi −X)2 (14)

To summarize, here is a procedure which allows to compute a confidence interval for the bias
of (1):

1. Let n be the chosen number of samples and α the accepted error probability.
2. Evaluate n times (1) for a fixed key and random plaintexts and define Xi = 1 if the

relation holds for sample i and Xi = 0 otherwise.
3. Compute X and s2

X
out of the Xi.

4. The confidence interval for µ is then given by (11).



A.2 Link to Filiol Results

In [11], Filiol claims to have discovered a relation on AES which holds with probability
0.500029 and another one which holds with probability 0.500028; these values have been
derived experimentally. Unfortunately, Filiol does not give any confidence interval for them,
and he does not give the experimental variance s2

X
of his experiments.

However, in the Annex B of [11], he derives the necessary number n of samples in order to
get an error probability equal to α = 0.0001: he estimates that n = 1′520′000′000 samples
are sufficient. Let us assume that both equation are not biased, and that E[X] = 1

2 (thus
Var[X] = 1

4 ), and let us compute a confidence interval for X with the prescribed n and α: we
have

z(α/2) ≈ 3.89 (15)

If we neglect the finite population correction (the plaintext subspace used by Filiol has still
an enormous cardinality), we get

Var[X] =
Var[X]

n
=

1
4n

≈ 1.645 · 10−10 (16)

Thus, for the prescribed error probability, we get the following confidence interval:

0.500029− 3.89 ·
√

1.645 · 10−10 ≤ µ ≤ 0.500029 + 3.89 ·
√

1.645 · 10−10 (17)

which is equivalent to
0.499979 ≤ µ ≤ 0.500079 (18)

We note that Filiol results don’t contradict the hypothesis ε = 0.
Now, let us assume that E[X] = 0.500029, i.e. that the given experimental value is correct.
We would like to estimate the number of needed samples in order to get an accurate result
up to 6 digits. We can compute √

Var[X] ≈ 0.4999999992 (19)

So, in order to be able to give a confidence interval valid with a probability equal to 0.9999,
one should sample the equation

n = Var[X] ·
(

3.89
0.0000005

)2

≈ 243.8 (20)

times.

A.3 Conclusion

In this appendix we showed that there is obviously a mistake somewhere in the statistical
reasoning of the Appendix B of [11].


